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ABSTRACT

In the areas of space technique, It is required that telemetering systems have higher
reliability then the observied monitor systems. However, the reliability of telemetering
systems themselves are generally lower then that of required. For this reason, this paper
discusses the necessity of designing Fault-Tolerent Telemetering Systems, and the main
methods to improve the reliability of Non-Fault-Tolerant Telemetering Systems. This paper
also discusses the objective, principle, methods to designing Fault-Tolerant Systems, and
presented the analysis results of reliability assessment

INTRODUCTION

As the development of science technology and industry production, especially the
development of space technology, higher reliability to the telemetry systems is raised. Like
in the cases of synchronous satellite operation, spacecraft and spacestation, carrier rocket
and missile tests, in these areas, any unreliable factors to onboard telemetering systems
will possibly cause telemetering systems failure, bring about great lose in time, capital and
financial resources. On the other hand, because telemetry systems are the monitors to other
systems, It is required that they be much more reliable than the being monitored systems.
Especially when some faults are appearing in flight operation, these requirements become
more prominent. Highter reliability is mainlly based on the subsystem units and
components. But since the component reliability is limited by some factors like technology,
manufacture, cost, time, etc. It can’t be improved limitless. Therefore, It is required by
using current components to design high reliability systems. Further requirment is that
when fault is appearing on some compoment or unit, system functions, like command,
telemetering, can’t be influenced. This is the task of Fault-Tolerant Telemetry systems.



FAULT-TOLERANT TELEMETRY SYSTEMS CHARACTERISTICS

1.  System key unit/component or each system unit/component should have standbies,
when some fault is appearing, standby parts are immediately in active to keep system
functions.

2.  Systems have self-fault-examining ability. They can locate the fault, isolate the fault
part from system.

3.  Systems have self-organizing ability to keep operation continuously.

4.  Systems have self-repare ability.

5.  Repared units/components in the waiting state, are being the standby units/components 

6.  Fault shouldn’t disturb system operating state, executing programs, data acquisiting,
converting, communicating, etc.

OBJECTIVE TO FAULT-TOLERANT TELEMETERING SYSTEMS DESIGN

Design objective is to increase systems measurming reliability, increase systems mean
service life time. Whenever faults occur to the system, hardware or software, by unit
converting to postpone the first time system fault, increase the systems reliability.

PRINCIPLE TO DESIGN FAULT-TOLERANT TELEMETERING SYSTEMS

1.  System exist ability under the pertetual and instantaneous faults.

2.  Transparency to software design

User needn’t design fault-tolerant program. All the fault-tolerant functions are
performed by hardware. When expend system, software compatibility will not be
influenced.

3.  Modular systems

In order to ensure the system operating normally when faults are appearing, system
units should be designed as indenpendant function modules.



4.  System dynamic adjust ability

For the reason of system measurment and communication, supported by the program,
systems are continuously carrying dynamic adjustment and equalization.

5.  Systems realtime property

Because of the realtime requirment to telemetering systems, in existing fault state, It is
required that system examine, remove faults in realtime.

SEVERAL BASIC OPERATION MODES TO FAULT-TOLERANT
TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

Fault-Tolerant Function is achieved by using redundancy technology. If some module
breaks down, another valid unit in the system will replace it simultaneously. These
redundancy modules are to increase system reliability. They don’t influence system
performance. They are considered to be redundancy.

REDUNDANCY MODES

1.  Hardware redundancy

Key system modules are multipled.

2.  Message redundancy

Fault examining and correcting codes are added to data messages.

3.  Time redundancy

Repeatedly performing important measurment. It’s may be sampling the same
parameters repeatedly or add more subsystem diagnostic programs.

4.  Software redundancy

To all important operations, there will be more exchangeable programs or the same
program be executed with several version redundancies.



Following are hardware redundancy modes

1.  Mass redundancy system

All the modules in the system carry out the same operation. All the outputs of each
equivalent modules are sent to majority voted unit. If fault is found by voted unit, the
influence of the fault is shielded by the redundancy unit almost at the same time.

Figure 1. shows triple-modules redundancy mode.

2.  Standby redundancy system

System has M operation modules. When some module is breakdown, system replaces it
with a standby module. If all standby modules have been used to replace fault modules,
and fault takes place again, system will failure. In this system, there are explicit bound to
fault examining, locating, recoverying and switchover.

3.  Hybrid redundancy system

Composed with mass redundancy as nucleus and standby redundancy system, when
nucleus module is breakdown it is replaced by standby module.

4.  Successive degradation redundancy system

When some module is failure, system attempts to compose new system with reduced
modules to achieved degraded recovery. When some failures are appearing after all
standby modules being used, system can still operate.

DETECTION SUBSYSTEM DESIGN

Detection subsystem is the core of fault-tolerant telemetry system design and the
prerequisite to achieve fault-tolerant function.

Method to design detection subsystem

1.  According to the principle that can explicitly decide system state and fault reasons,
select telemetry module detecting parameters, design auxiliary circuits.

2.  Select detecting mode

3.  Decide module/unit failur criterion
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4.  Fault emulation

5.  Create fault list(fault dictionary)

DESIGN OF SYSTEM MODULE

Modules in the system should involve the following:

1.  Function circuits

These modules perform telemetry function, such as transmitter, sampling/ coding units.

2.  Detecting circuits

Considering the possible faults, select detecting parameters, design detecting circuits,
should note the problems that may be caused by multi-states/multi-parameters being
detected integratedly, should consider the problem that detecting circuits influence function
circuits.

3.  Link circuits

These circuits perform the functions of switching on/off the circuits connective and
logical connective between modules and system.

4.  Protection circuits

To reduce the influence of detection circuits and link circuits to function circuits and
system, add production circuits at the power circuits and input/output circuits.

EXAMPLE AND RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT TO FAULT-TOLERANT
TELEMETRY SYSTEM(deleted)

CONCLUSIONS

The development of computer and large scale integrated circuit has promoted the
design of FAULT-TOLERANT TELEMETRY SYSTEMS. Its prospect is very wide-
spread. In addition to the application in aerospace engineering, fault-tolerant telemetry
systems combining with other electrical systems are also being used in the auto-production
line supervisory system. auto-contral system, in railway, aviation and traffic supervisory
control systems, unattended data sample system, in the case of requiring that systems work
in reliability for long time or in the case of when fault is appearing to the system it will
cause great lose, In order to improve the reliability and practicability, step into intelligent
system, fault-tolerant telemetry system will gradually move into the expert system.


